Seminar of the project

"Education, my chance for a new life", ID PET072

Project funded with the financial support of RO10 - choral program financed by the EEA Grants 2009-2014 and managed by the Romanian Social Development

Olt County School Inspectorate is implementing in partnership with KOGAION 115 the project "Education, my chance for a new life!" Project funded with the financial support of RO10 - choral program financed by the EEA Grants 2009-2014 and managed by the Romanian Social Development.

Purpose of the project: Prevention and maintaining the education of young people at high risk of dropping out of school and inclusion of young dropouts in education by providing integrated and complementary actions to their insertion in the labor market.

Project objectives:
1. Recovery of the education system through the "Second Chance", provided additional services aimed at developing the entrepreneurial spirit of 75 young school dropouts;
2. Prevention and maintaining the education of 135 young people at risk of dropping out of school through systematic training of key competencies in the development of structures such nonformal 4 Clubs business;
3. Develop specific professional competencies 58 specialists who will work with young people at risk to prepare, conduct and evaluation of a regional innovative program in support of quality education for education oltean.


Project value: 1266 038.68 lei

Progress in implementation of the project activities:
A1.1 General Management of the project.

A1.1 progress on the work or project management from the begining of the project until the end of the reporting period was the preparation and signing of contracts of employment for 23 members of the implementation team and 40 teachers, experts involved in the project activities; achieving monthly activity reports by each of the team members of the project implementation; realization of
A. 2. Publicity and visibility of the project.

Progress on the publicitate consisted in:

- Preparation and submission for approval by OP signature composite design and advertising materials.

- Press release of project implementation starting.

- Organizing and development started conference of the project.

- Develop monthly press releases on the progress of the project.

- Posting on the dedicated project website advertising beneficiary information to ensure project.

- Updating the site of the beneficiary

A.3. Founding telecentres education establishment in order to carry out remedial activities

Progress in this activity consisted of: signing decisions for spaces of telecentres in Slatina, Piatra - Olt, Caracal, Corabia; signing cooperation contracts between the Employer, Olt County School Inspectorate, and each of telecentres; founding of telecentres in Slatina 4, Stone - Olt, Caracal, Ship; completing the acquisition of equipment for the 4 telecentres in Slatina, Piatra - Olt, Caracal, Corabia that were installed in specially designated spaces.

A.4. Staff training will provide integrated within the project through educational telecentres.

- Was realised the training of personnel providing services via telecentres under the project of education in a program organized in 40 hours.

- It was conducted a training session for people who were not initially formed, thus achieving compliance with data from the application. At the training was attended by four specialists from non-formal activities P1, two educational experts, 10 people active in the socio-cultural county, 5 teachers who have joined the project and not parcurseseram program.

A.5. Providing integrated services for development of entrepreneurship for young people at risk.

There were discussion with each young people of the target group who left school to see them informally acquired skills. Questionnaires were applied to all of the target group. These were interpreted and were thus established needs of the target group, workshops, activities to be undertaken in each telecentre according to these needs.
After determining the needs of the target group were established on telecentres following activities:

1. Telecentrel Slatina:
   - entrepreneurial education
   - personal Development
   - learning to learn
   - functional - alfabetizare

2. telecentre Piatra - Olt:
   - entrepreneurial education
   - functional - alfabetizare

3. telecentre Caracal:
   - functional - alfabetizare
   - alfabetizare classic
   - good manners
   - entrepreneurial education

4. Telecentrul Corabia:
   - functional - alfabetizare
   - alfabetizare classic
   - entrepreneurial education

A.8 Creating Clubs work in pursuit of future partnerships between educational systems from Olt and businesses in the local community.
- Founding Clubs work in each of the 4 telecentres, respectively Slatina, Piatra - Olt, Caracal, Corabia; signing cooperation contracts with 2 small firms in each locality; drafting for each telecentres, achieving a procedure for selection of the 20 young people from each telecentre, who participated in teambuilding sessions.

A9. Creating networking and partnerships for the exchange of experience and the integration of best practices to help young people at risk.
Contacting small businesses in Olt County, especially in localities where telecentres to partner with local companies, after which young people for exchanges of experience / internships in areas that are attracted.
- Permanent collaboration between centers of Slatina, Piatra - Olt, Caracal and Corabia for the exchange and transfer of good practices identified by each of the professionals working in these centers.
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